
 
 

 

Ghostly, Ghastly and Ghoulish 
Mobile, Alabama, Is Home to Some of the South’s Hottest Haunts 

 

 Mobile, Alabama (September 13, 2022) – When you’re more than 300 years old, it’s a sure bet 

that you’ve seen a thing or two … including some that are a bit out of the ordinary. Mobile was 

founded in 1702 and has been home to an incredible and fascinating array of characters, and it seems 

that many of them have opted to stick around even after they were supposed to depart. They help 

make Mobile one of the South’s most haunted cities, and visitors can learn all about them on one of 

the many ghost tours that escort the curious (and the cautious) around town. Though these tours 

operate year-round, as days grow shorter and October 31 nears, those spine-tingling trips only 

increase in popularity. 

 To develop this list, we checked various resources and also chatted with Todd Duren, 

founder and owner of Secret History Tours, to get insight about some of Mobile’s eeriest sites. Todd 

has been running what he calls “Dark Secrets” tours for the past several years, weaving fact and 

folklore into stories that he shares with his guests on nighttime walking tours.  

 Here’s a roundup of a few of the most “spirited” places that can be found around Mobile: 

 

https://www.secrethistorytours.com/


 

MUSEUMS AND ATTRACTIONS 

• Bragg-Mitchell Mansion: This stunning home – a 13,000-square-foot mansion built in the 

Greek Revival style – dates to 1855. It’s one of the city’s most photographed sites (especially 

when its azaleas are in bloom) … and also one of its most haunted. Neighbors say they’ve 

seen a forlorn woman staring out of an upstairs window, docents report hearing voices in 

animated conversation though there’s nobody around, and some folks believe they’ve 

literally run into Judge Bragg, the home’s original owner. There’s a bonus ghost here: A 

phantom cat that has been making appearances since the 1970s. 

• Church Street Graveyard: This is where you’ll find the famed Boyington Oak, named for a 

man who was executed in 1835 for a crime he insisted he did not commit. (Ironically, the 

scene of the crime was reported to be the exact graveyard where he’s buried!) With his last 

breath, Charles R.S. Boyington declared that an oak tree would spring from his grave as 

proof of his innocence. Sure enough, there’s the grave and there’s the oak tree … and listen 

hard enough and you may hear the inexplicable noises that come from it. 

• Historic Oakleigh House Museum: That person you see in period dress from the 1830s may 

not be a costumed interpreter, though those folks are on site from Tuesday through Sunday 

to provide tours of this historic home. No, the lady in the parlor might just be the ghost that 

so many visitors have reported seeing over the years. There are also tales of shadowy figures 

moving around other areas of the home and disembodied voices chatting in the hallways. 

• Mobile Carnival Museum: Mobile is home to America’s longest-running Mardi Gras 

celebration, and this museum is a great place to go all year round to learn about the rich 

history and traditions surrounding that event. Though this building was originally constructed 

as a private home, it went through a transitional phase before becoming a museum that 

celebrates one of the happiest events in the entire South. (Frightful fact: When you enter the 

big room filled with replica parade floats, you might spot the drain on the floor. It was used 

during the building’s time as a funeral home’s embalming center.) But … that’s not the 

creepiest part. The ghost of a young boy is said to be connected to the costume exhibit, and 

he’s full of mischief. He likes to tease visitors by turning lights on and off, and staff has 

entered the room to find costumes switched on mannequins. 

https://braggmitchellmansion.com/
https://www.historicoakleigh.com/
https://www.mobilecarnivalmuseum.com/


• Richards-DAR House Museum: This house dates to the 1860s and is famous for its iron 

“lace,” carved mantels, cantilevered stairway and Cornelius chandeliers. It’s been run by 

Mobile’s four chapters of the Daughters of the American Revolution for nearly 50 years and 

is the site of historic tours and gorgeous weddings. Paranormal investigators have 

documented the ghosts of two children who died of scarlet fever here in the house’s earliest 

years. 

• U.S.S. Alabama: This 45,000-ton ship served in World War II, acting as home and workspace 

to a crew of 2,500 who helped it earn the nickname “Heroine of the Pacific.” The ship ended 

service in September 1945 and 20 years later became a museum here in the state for which it 

was named. Though this is a popular stop for field trips, it’s not kids’ footsteps or voices that 

people say they hear approaching them on the decks, only to realize there’s nobody there. 

Visitors also say they’ve seen hatches slam shut on their own … or perhaps with the help of 

some supernatural sailors. 

 

 
 

HOTELS  

• Battle House Renaissance Mobile Hotel & Spa: There’s been a hotel on this site on North 

Royal Street since 1851, but that original building burned in 1905 and today’s version opened 

three years later. Crews that helped with recent renovations reported vanishing tools and 

work they completed appearing to have been “undone” when they returned the following 

day. Guests and staff say they hear voices when nobody is there, spot ghostly figures, and 

watch faucets and lights turn on and off with no human assistance. If you’re feeling lonely on 

your trip, consider booking a room on the fourth floor, where guests say they’ve felt a “dip” 

in their bed as if someone is lying next to them. 

• Fort Conde Inn: This historic property is, in fact, a collection of nine restored homes that date 

back to the early 1800s, clustered in a part of the city called Fort Conde Village. There are 

dozens of rooms, suites and cottages spread across the property, each with its own unique 

character. Guests say they’ve seen furniture move on its own and have heard otherworldly 

https://richardsdarhouse.com/
https://www.ussalabama.com/
https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/mobbr-the-battle-house-renaissance-mobile-hotel-and-spa/overview/?scid=f2ae0541-1279-4f24-b197-a979c79310b0
https://www.fortcondeinn.com/


voices, especially in the main house. But more chilling is that strange sound of what people 

describe as “clawing” on the floors … 

• The Malaga Inn: We saved the hyper-haunted ‘til last. This place regularly makes the lists of 

the most haunted hotels in America and is considered the most haunted property in all of 

Alabama. Guests regularly report seeing a female apparition dressed in white, pacing the 

balcony of one of the rooms. Others talk about lights mysteriously coming on, chandeliers 

swinging and furniture moving on its own.  

 

 
 

To begin planning a visit to Mobile so you can get into the spirit of things, check out 

https://www.mobile.org/. To learn about the haunted sites via Secret History Tours, visit 

https://www.secrethistorytours.com/. 
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